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So You’re in a Bear Market? Now What?
• An Event-Driven Bear Market

• Significant market volatility and dislocations have created opportunities 
for long-term investors

• Seeing Past the Various Paths
• Regardless of the path, the economy and profits will eventually return 

to normal

• Infection Inflection?
• Early signs of an inflection in recent trends appear to be accumulating
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Chart of the Week:
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An Event-Driven Bear Market

• Stocks Take a Breather. The S&P 500 ended last week down a little more than 2%,
losing a bit of momentum after more than 10% gains in the week prior. Market
volatility appeared to soften as equities searched for direction, though optimism for
coordinated oil production cuts and a warning from President Trump of a “very, very
painful two weeks” ahead dominated the market narrative.

• Not All Bear Markets Are Created Equal. They can be categorized into three
different flavors: structural bear markets caused by economic imbalances/financial
bubbles, cyclical bear markets triggered by traditional economic cycles and event-
driven bear markets prompted by one-off shocks. The COVID-19 bear market would
likely fall into the latter category, in which the length, decline and time to recovery
have all been most favorable, historically. However, if the economic fallout from
quarantine efforts proves to be more material and persistent than expected, it
could cause the type of imbalances consistent with structural bear markets, which
tend to be longer and of greater magnitude.

• Opportunities in Equities. Few pockets of the equity market have been spared in the
indiscriminate selloff over the past few weeks, so there may be opportunities for
investors with long-term time horizons and a willingness/ability to withstand short-
term volatility. In particular, U.S. small-cap and emerging market stocks tend to have
relatively high sensitivity to economic prospects, so they may contain some of the
larger beneficiaries of a potentially consequent market rebound.

Significant market volatility and dislocations have created 
opportunities for long-term investors
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Seeing Past the Various Paths*

• Base Case. Experts believe that new cases in the U.S. may peak within the next few
weeks, but that containment efforts may need to remain in place for longer to
sustain any improvement. Such a path, including an ongoing shutdown and
quarantine for up to four months, should result in a steep decline in GDP in the
second quarter (we would expect approximately -17% quarter-over-quarter
annualized growth). However, after the quarantine, economic activity should
rebound by late summer or fall, providing a sharp contrast to the second quarter.

• Upside and Downside Cases: An upside case would reflect an even nearer-term
peak and reopening of the economy (within two months), a more modest decline
in 2Q GDP and a quicker rebound back to pre-pandemic levels. Alternatively,
downside cases could be envisioned which would include more prolonged
containment and economic halt periods of six months or longer, resulting in steeper
declines in GDP and recoveries that are further out in time.

• Returning to Normal. As with other event-driven downturns, the rebound can prove
to be as material as the decline. The magnitude of economic decline increases with
the expected length of the containment periods, but the magnitude of the
expected rebound in the quarters that follow increases as well. Profits should
eventually return to their normal level. The market as a whole may have difficulty
seeing across the economic and profit chasm that lies ahead, but long-term
investors should value equities – investments in companies – according to their long-
term ability to generate earnings, not just what they may generate in a single year.

Infection Inflection?

• China Transitions Back to Normal. China was the first to face COVID-19 and appears
to be the first to emerge economically. For example, Apple has opened up all of
their stores in mainland China and even airports in Wuhan, the epicenter of the
outbreak, are making preparations to open again. While China uniquely employed
a series of draconian measures to stop the spread of the virus, their experience still
illuminates the path forward for countries in the thick of their own outbreaks.

• A Turning Point in Europe? Two of the top three countries by reported COVID-19
cases reside in Europe: Italy and Spain. The outbreaks in these countries began
before the U.S., so many have been looking at the trends there for what may be
ahead within our borders. There are preliminary signs that both Italy and Spain have
started to get things under control, with their growth rates in new cases no longer
increasing at an exponential rate.

• Respite for Oil Markets? Oil prices traded near 20-year lows when Brent crude
touched $19/barrel last week. The energy markets have faced a twin shock to both
supply and demand over the past few months. Demand has been weakened
globally by stay-at-home orders and an unseasonably warm winter. On the supply
side, a rift between Saudi Arabia and Russia has led to a ramp up in production for
the past month, pumping excess supply into an already weak market. However,
there has been increased optimism that a virtual OPEC+ meeting scheduled for
today may yield coordinated efforts to cut production to stabilize the market.

Regardless of the path, the economy and profits will 
eventually return to normal

Early signs of an inflection in recent trends appear to be 
accumulating

*All quoted real gross domestic product (GDP) growth figures are Glenmede’s proprietary estimates for annualized quarter-over-quarter growth rates. Projections are inherently uncertain and no 
guarantees can be made regarding their accuracy. These opinions may change after the date of publication. Actual results may differ materially from projections.
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